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ABSTRACT
The current study aimed to define some factors contributing to implicit attitude formation
mainly in the social interaction context. An agent-based computer simulation of a society,
including autonomous agents and an attitude object was used to track the implicit attitude
progress towards the object. The society could simulate the autonomic behaviors. We provided
a complex adaptive system and observed an emergent phenomenon as the formation and
dynamics of implicit attitude in the society. Our results suggested that population size and
the number of high-impact individuals are important for the formation of implicit attitude in
a society. Moreover, when the number of factors affecting agents’ relationships increases, the
dynamics of society tended to unpredictability. Our experience showed that diverse autonomous
components of a society with implemented simple rules lead to emergent and seemingly
organized system behavior, and the pattern of behavior can be affected by communication and
environmental stress. Our study attempted to offer some key implications since few theories
within the cognitive psychology and sociology have been stated in precise and unambiguous
terms.

1. Introduction
lack or white? This team, or that one?
Who is your favorable candidate? Which
desserts do you prefer? These are life-long
questions to which humans are fronted,
and use their attitudes to find the answers.

Attitudes, as adaptive [1] and evaluative abstractions
[2] shape people’s perceptions of the social and physi-

cal world. These flexible abstractions influence behaviors strongly [3]. As pre-computed evaluations, attitudes
quickly dictate our feelings towards attitude objects [4].
They have implications for persistence, resistance, and
consistency of our behavior [2]. Evaluation refers to the
association between an attitude object and an evaluative
category [5]. The strength of the association between an
attitude object, and its summary evaluations in memory
[6] determines accessibility of that attitude. Accessible attitudes strongly impact our perceptions and behaviors [7].
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While the stability of highly accessible attitudes increases
[8], new information may change the previously established attitudes through either perceptual comparison or
comparative validation [9, 10]. Implicit attitudes represent
unconscious evaluations, whereas explicit attitudes reflect
our conscious assessments of an attitude object [11].
When time is sufficient and motivation is high, propositional processes (i.e. explicit attitudes) [12], underlie
our attitude-guided behavior. However, implicit attitudes
are highly accessible and act automatically [13], especially under time stress. In other words, the quickness
of associating [12] an object to a category is an indicator of implicit attitude [14], and the ease of access to
implicit attitude reveals the strength of the association.
This is the concept upon which the Implicit Association
Test is based [14]. It should be noted that stress is experienced differently by various people based on their type
of personality. In other words, those with more adaptive
personalities, such as highly extroversion and conscientiousness people, may be less affected by daily stresses
[15]. Sensation seeking is yet another personality trait
that affects how we respond to stress [16, 17].
It has been suggested that implicit attitudes develop
through the repeated pairings of potential attitude objects
with positively and negatively value-charged stimuli
[18]. Attitudes are based on these accumulative value
accounts, especially if cognitive capacities for self-regulation are constrained by fatigue or time pressure. Encoding of value-charged stimuli forms implicit attitude
[19, 20] and activated evaluations can guide thought
and behavior in the presence of the attitude object [21].
Given the importance of implicit attitudes in explaining
human social behavior, the present study has focused on
the process of its formation in social context.
Social processes may be simulated in a computer environment if they are computationally complete. Computational
models enable researchers to test or develop theories in a
way that might not be possible using analytic and experimental methods [22]. In Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS), the interactions of individual autonomous
entities with each other and with their environment are
reconstructed through simple rules and in this manner a
virtual social system is created. Therefore, a researcher can
observe the effects of the fundamental variables on the behavior of the members of the constructed artificial society.
Such a system provides an environment in which, emergent
phenomena, like racial segregation, ethnic conflict [23],
and group decision making [24] may be investigated. Complex social dynamics [25] may also be well studied with the
ABMS, and the interaction between microand macrolevel
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processes be evaluated [26, 27]. However, smoothness, linearity and synchronicity are not pre-assumptions of ABMS
[28]. The aim of this study was to enhance our understanding of the factors underlying implicit attitude formation,
with particular emphasis on social interactions.
We were interested in the impact of communication on
development of implicit attitude, and the influence of implicit attitude on social perception, judgment, and action.
In the following section, we present the details of our constructed model, and examine whether or not there is any
flaw in the current concepts related to implicit attitude.

2. Material and Methods
Each individual of the virtual society was represented by
a computer-simulated agent, in a rectangular world. During the course of the simulation, individual agents were
interacting with each other. They moved through the world
in each time ticks. The length of pace for each agent was
randomly assigned to the population according to the uniform distribution, but remained constant for each agent
until the end of a simulation run. An agent was more likely
to interact with the other agents who were in its proximity.
The number of neighbors was different for each agent in
a given tick. We introduced n agents with no implicit, and
with various positive explicit attitudes to the world. In the
initial base model, there was no attitude object (agent) in
the society. In the next state, an attitude object was added
to the world. The object was impacting its nearby agents.
Also, individuals were capable of learning from each other
and changing their behaviors, accordingly.
Based on their characteristics, the agents were diverse.
Some agents were high impact ones and affecting other
individuals profoundly. We considered the mean distance
of the population from the object as the primary outcome,
and as an indicator of both the presence of implicit attitude
in the society, and behavioral change of the population.
Each individual, i.e. Agent i (Ai), was described by a
vector of variables. The state of each agent was updated
in discrete stages so that Ai(t) referred to the vector of
values for agent i at stage t. At stage t = 0, explicit attitude EAi was randomly assigned to Ai according to the
normal distribution with mean of µ and standard deviation of σ. The values of the parameters µ and σ could
be selected by the user of the software. All individuals
started out having zero implicit value. Thus, the initial
Implicit Attitude (IA) for agent i was IAi (0) = 0. At the
stage 0, heading and pace were randomly assigned to Ai
using uniform distribution. The heading was determined
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Agents

Physical Agents
● Location
● Color
● Shape

Environment
● Stress (Time pressure)

High-impact individual
● Implicit value (Value-account)
● Coefficient of exchange
Attitude object
● Stimuli: S1, S2, S3
● Weights of stimuli: W1, W2, W3
Individual
● Explicit value
● Sensation seeking
● Explicit attitude
Figure 1. Inheritance tree of the model

according to the agent’s IA, but the length of each pace

Environment

kept constant for Ai until the end of a run.

Individual

The Object

EV
Other
individuals
High-impact
individuals

ex

VA=∑ fi×si
i

SS S1, S2, S3 or mixed

VA=VA×ex
ex

Heading

Time pressure

VA=VA× Time pressure×ss
explicit or implicit attitude?

Time
S: Stimulus
VA: Value Account
SS: Sensation Seeking
F: Frequency

EX: Coefficient of Exchange
EV (EA): Explicit value (Attitude)
IV (IA): Implicit Value (Attitude),

Figure 2. Sequence diagram of the model
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Move with random heading
No

Yes
IS
abs(VA)≥abs(EA)?

IS
abs(VA)≤ 45?

Yes

Start

Set heading 1800 Opposite to
the direction of attitude object

IS
abs(VA)≤ 180?

Set heading by excluding
[-abs(VA), abs(VA)]
degrees with respect
to the direction of
attitude object.

Figure 3. Flow diagram representing behavioral change according to implicit attitude (abs stands for absolute value)

We placed an attitude object O at the center of the
world. The object was capable of stimulating neighboring agents with three different values. In our model, the
charges of stimuli were determined by the user, while the
frequencies of encounters were out of the user’s control.
The value account served as the basis to form an attitude
judgment about the target object O. If an agent found that
the experience was negative, it would be inclined to go
away from the attitude object.

of the stress. The coefficient of ss was distributed normally
among the population with a mean of 0.5, and standard deviation of 0.1. Figures 1 and 2 show the implementation
scheme of the model. Agents changed to implicit attitude,
if the absolute value of their IA was more than or equal to
EA. At each time tick, VAi determined the heading of Ai
with respect to the location of the attitude object O (Figure
3). Each simulation run took 1000 ticks to complete, and d
was estimated for the population for each tick.

The agents were communicating with each other and
were able to share their experiences and attitudes (implicit or explicit). As a representative of varying degrees
of relationship, the extent of the exchange was determined by a coefficient; ex Ƹ[0, 0.5]. The coefficient ex
was randomly assigned to Ai according to the normal
distribution with the mean value of 0.25 and standard
deviation of 0.05. We considered some high impact individuals (e.g. elite and famous members of a society) as a
distinct breed with ex = 1. It should be noted that d was
not measured for high impact agents, and therefore, it
was not involved in the calculations.

3. Results

The value account is more easily accessible in memory
than explicit attitude. In our model, individuals relied more
frequently on an already established evaluation (implicit
attitude) under stress. We imposed time pressure tp ≥ 1 on
the system of which the value was a factor of VA, and was
determined by the user. Furthermore, each agent had a specific coefficient of sensation seeking ss Ƹ[0.1] which represented the difference in personalities, and in the acceptance
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We ran the entire simulation almost 12000 times. As the
primary outcome and the representative of IA, d was evaluated for each simulation. Initially, we set time pressure
= 1, object’s sum of stimuli = 0, and the number of high
impact individual = 0. With this initial set-up, and with
various population sizes there were no implicit attitude or
behavioral change. However, in the presence of negative
stimuli, alteration of the variables made the system to act
differently. Agents were stimulated negatively by the attitude object. They communicated with each other, and
exchanged their experiences with different coefficients of
exchange, ex. The random coefficients of sensation seeking ss impacted their value account, VA. Finally, VAs were
mapped into headings, and thus, a visible behavior was
created in the society. Figure 4 demonstrates some snapshots of the formation of IA among our virtual society.
Figure 5 shows the effect of the number of agents on d.
A population of 120 or fewer individuals failed to gener-
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Figure 4. Snap-shots of the formation of IA represented by the
change in behavior. Green agents are ordinary members of the
society, and blue agents are high-impact individuals with the
maximum coefficient of ex. At the center of the world there is
an attitude object which is able to stimulate neighboring agents.

ate an observable change of behavior. The maximum IA
increased when the number of agents was more than 140.
Figure 6 illustrates how introducing different numbers
of high-impact individuals to the population changed the
value of IA. Adding more high-impact agents to the population caused the value of IA to increase more rapidly. The

Figure 6. Average mean distance from the attitude object versus initial population sizes in the presence of negative stimuli
when the number of high impact individuals increased while
other variables were fixed. Vertical bars represent 95% confidence in- terval. Each point on the curve stands for 30 episodes of simula- tion.

Figure 5. Average mean distance from the attitude object
versus initial population sizes in the presence of negative
stimuli when other variables were fixed.

figure shows that the confidence intervals gets wider and
the general pattern of the curve begins to distort, when
population size and high impact individuals increase. This
means that as the interactions increase in the volume and
variety, society grows unpredictable in its behavior.
We investigated the effect of varying the coefficient of
ex in mean distance. A coefficient of 3% or less was unable to cause propagation of IA among the population.

Figure 7. Average mean distance from the attitude object versus
time pressure in the presence of negative stimuli when other variables were fixed. Vertical bars represent 95% confidence interval.
Each point on the curve stands for 30 episodes of simulation.
We used NetLogo version 4 (Wilensky, 1999) to construct the
system. Data was visualized with a statistical software package
(SPSS for Windows, version 11.5, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
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In addition, increasing EA caused a delay in the formation of IA. By raising the values of the stimuli which
the attitude object was applying to the environment, we
saw changes in behavioral pattern as the manifestation
of increasing VA. The effect of the coefficient of time
pressure on IA was evaluated as well. By increasing
time pressure from 1.2 to 1.5, an observable change was
identified in the pattern of IA formation (Figure 7).

4. Discussion
We carried out an agent-based computer simulation of
a society, including autonomous agents and an attitude
object, and tracked the progress of the implicit attitude
to the object. Construction of the model was based on
the available theories and on the results of many previous studies on the implicit attitude formation and dynamism. Agents were discrete individuals with a set of
characteristics and rules governing their behaviors and
decision-making capability. Attitude formation was reflected in turning away of agents from an attitude object.
Agents had memory within them, learned from their
environment, and changed their behaviors in response.
The inter-relationships between agents enhanced the
impact of learning on their behaviors, and this was apparent when we increased the population size. They also
contained higher-level set of rules to change the baselevel rules. These provided adaptability to the components of the society. Of course, the agents were not highly sophisticated. Agents were diverse in their attributes,
and the attributes were mainly determined by the use of
random numbers with uniform or normal distributions.
Therefore, the society was able to simulate autonomic
behavior. Briefly, we provided a complex adaptive system and observed an emergent phenomenon as the formation and dynamics of implicit attitude in the society.

5. Conclusion
Our results suggested that population size is important for
the formation of IA in a society. Also, high-impact individuals play crucial roles in shaping people’s perceptions of the
social and physical world. The high-impact entities could
be considered as the media, famous individuals, or reference people. Most graphs in our research were of sigmoid
type. Alteration of the variables in the direction of increasing information exchange in the society commonly shifted
the curves to the left, where other variables remained fixed.
Meanwhile, Alteration in more than one variable concomitantly distorted the sigmoid pattern. In other words, when
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the number of factors increased, the dynamics of society
tended to unpredictability.
Previously, it has been assumed that many aspects of
human behavior roots from higher order processes of deliberate reasoning. However, more recently, researchers
regard them as resulting from automatic processes that
may occur spontaneously and outside of awareness or
conscious control [29, 30]. Our experience showed that
diverse autonomous components of a society with implemented simple rules lead to emergent and seemingly
organized system behavior, and the pattern of behavior
can be affected by communication and environmental
stress. It was not necessary to design highly intelligent
agents in order to elicit the desirable response.
Designing a model is easier if there is already a body
of theory. To our knowledge, there is no recent study on
the social dynamics of IA. Despite an extensive review,
a limitation of our study was the shortage of report on
quantitative research in the literature. We were unable
to check completeness or faithfulness of the model during the abstraction process, and were unable to compare
the outputs of the system with real data. Therefore, our
study may yield an important implication since few theories within cognitive psychology and sociology have
been stated in precise and unambiguous terms.
Verbal theory specifications are generally open to interpretation. Another main criticism on the previous
studies of agent-based modeling in the social science
was the lack of standard methodologies. Our results are
consistent with previous theories on observational and
social learning reported in the literature [31]. It has been
suggested that individual’s behavior is impacted by their
observation of the behavior of others because of the information contained therein [9, 32-34].
Some researchers believe that observational learning
can occur, as long as the underlying decision problems are
similar among individuals, regardless of time, space and
whether individuals are socially connected. In contrast,
social learning takes place through direct communications and necessitates social proximity [35]. Our agents
revealed observational learning via direct contact with the
attitude objects, and reinforced social learning by communicating with other individuals in their society, as well.
Conceptualization and quantitative description of personality traits as the filters of communication are fundamental for the simulation of societies. When supported
by real data, decision support models are designed to answer real-world policy questions. These models should
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pass some validation tests to establish credibility. Simulation of stressful situations may help social policymakers to be ready for crises, and to investigate the impact of
tension on social or organizational cognition. The role of
memory or attention in theory formation can be considered as a basis for further research.
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